
Sidecar Cycles Stereo Installation Kit

Installation Kit Contents:
• Gloss black lexan faceplate (x1) • Install kit chassis (x1) • #10 stainless screws (1/2” length) (x4)
________________________________________________________________________________

1. Remove outer fairing from motorcycle

2. Remove the stock Harley stereo by removing the 4 allen key bolts

3. Cut o� any tabs (left over from the mould process) around the backside edge of the stereo opening in the 
fairing. (use exacto knife or dremel)

4. Slide the gloss black lexan faceplate by itself into position at the rear of the inner fairing. Its nose will �t 
through the opening in the fairing and should stay there (photos 3 & 4).

5. Place the install kit chassis in between the metal brackets that held the original stereo. Slide it forward until 
you can push it into the gloss black lexan plate. The studs in the lexan faceplate will insert into holes into the 
install kit chassis. It is often easier if you use one hand to reach around the front of the fairing and help �t the 
gloss black lexan faceplate onto the front of the install kit chassis. The gloss black lexan faceplate is now in the 
correct position.

6. There are 8 pre-drilled holes in the sides of the install kit chassis that will now line up with the 4 holes
in the stock stereo mount.
Note: For Roadglides use the rear 4 holes / for Streetglides use the front 4 holes You may have to slightly move 
the back of the stereo up and down to line up the holes. Insert the (x4) 1/2” #10 stainless screws. Do not 
tighten fully yet.

7. Slide the DIN can for the stereo through the front of the gloss black lexan faceplate. Once it is fully pushed 
down through, tighten the screws on the side of the install kit chassis.

8. Slide stereo into DIN can and fasten the rear of the stereo to the metal bracket on rear of install kit chassis.
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